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The Seeker’s Relationship with his Study of Outside Sources of Wisdom
March 22, 2008
Group question: The question tonight is: This
planet abounds in a multitude of models, paths and
understandings related to the Creator, creation, and
the spiritual quest, each susceptible to a wide range
of interpretations and most mixed in polarity. There
is a vast array of systems of spiritual information that
are external to the self, such as the Law of One,
Christianity, Buddhism, Hinduism and New Age
thought, to name a few, that are printed or
communicated in some fashion to the self. In
general, what is the ideal relationship between the
seeker of truth and information regarding truth
which comes from outside the self? How does a
seeker situate this information within the self so that
it is transparent to the one true authority within and
does not become a stumbling block?
(Carla channeling)
We are those known to you as the principle of Q’uo.
Greetings in the love and in the light of the one
infinite Creator in whose service we come to you this
evening. My friends, it is a great privilege to be asked
to join your circle of seeking and we are happy to
share our thoughts with you on the subject of the
appropriate relationship between the seeker and
outward expressions of information and inspiration.
As always, we would ask each to use discrimination
as you listen to our thoughts. If our thoughts seem
helpful to you then by all means work with them,
but any thought that does not seem particularly
helpful is one which we would ask you to leave
behind, for we would not be a stumbling block in
your way or interrupt or interfere with your process
of spiritual evolution. We greatly appreciate your
using this discrimination for it allows us to feel
comfortable in sharing our thoughts without being
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concerned that we might infringe upon your free
will in any way and we thank you kindly for this
consideration.
The question this evening has to do with the proper
relationship of the seeker to the various things that
he might hear or read coming from all of the
different sources which offer philosophical,
metaphysical, spiritual or religious systems of
thought and, shall we say, systems of proposed
belief. You may well guess from what we have just
suggested about your using discrimination that we
do not feel that it is appropriate for an entity to
embrace any system of thought to the extent that the
process of seeking the truth stops. The reasons for
this are several and we shall be going in a few
different directions as we talk about this interesting
subject.
As a basic premise we would state that each of you
has what you may loosely call the truth safely
preserved and carefully stored within your being.
You are a creature which is a part of the godhead
principle and within every cell of your body lies the
truth. The creation within you and without you is
full of the truth. You dwell within an environment
which is inherently and fundamentally instinct with
the truth.
At the same time, from the very beginning of your
incarnation the energies of your culture have been
busy instilling within you a series of outer truths of
the conventional type; that is, the truths of your
culture. You have learned how to think of yourself
by listening to parents and teachers who offer you a
laundry list of standards to which you may aspire
and because of which you may feel normal.
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We do not deprecate this level of outer truth.
Learning the conventions of any society is helpful for
one who wishes to move through an incarnation
without disturbing the sensibilities of those around
him. Yet, these outer conventions of truth do not
begin to address the deeper questions of identity,
essence and purpose.

The seeker has tools of which it may not be aware
and we would look at those tools for a bit now. We
often suggest that entities follow the path of
resonance as they seek. Whether it is our words of
any other writer or speaker to which the seeker is
listening or from which the seeker is reading, we
encourage seekers to follow that path of resonance.

The seeker who wishes to move beyond conventions,
then, is drawn by those same conventional
assumptions to study and read those wise words
which have been set down by sages of the past.
Again, we do not criticize or demean the study of
metaphysics or spiritual subjects—as the questioner
has pointed out, there is a vast array of interesting
and provocative thought to consider in attempting
to move beyond the conventions of work, leisure
and family in order to find a deeper purpose, a
deeper essence of self, and a deeper knowledge of
self-identity.

Your path of resonance is unique. No matter how
wise your teacher or how inspired the writing, there
is almost no chance that everything a given teacher
or writer offers to you as food for thought will
resonate to you. Ideally, those concepts which you
follow will be those concepts which, when first read
or heard, awaken within a seeker a kind of
recollection as though he already knew that but was
happy to be reminded of it once again.

The exercise, shall we say, of considering the
thoughts of philosophers and spiritual writers is
often quite helpful in bringing the mind into a series
of focuses, each of which expand the viewpoint and
deepen the feeling of resonance and clarity.
The use of the intellect is necessary in order to
pursue such study and the intellect and intellectual
food make a nice, tidy set for the mind. There is the
horse to ride, that horse of intellectual thought, and
there are places to go on that horse, visits to make at
the various interesting thoughts of various entities.
We have said through this instrument many times
that the intellect is a useful tool given to you to use,
not to be ignored or left behind. However, the
general run of entities who are involved in
intellectual pursuits have a tendency to allow the
horse to ride them rather their being the master of
that horse. Perhaps it is more helpful to think of
modern-day equivalents of horses, like a car. One
would not wish the car to choose the place where
you wish to go in the car. One would be wise to be
the master of the car and to steer that car where one
wishes to go at the speed which is most appropriate
to the journey.
Therefore, we suggest strongly that the process of
intellectual ratiocination be one of which the seeker
is quite conscious so that the seeker does not get
swept up in the play of words and ideas to the point
that the truth is no longer the focus of the seeking.
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In this search for resonance, it is to be remembered
that the nature of language is that it is inherently
limited. It is twice limited. First it is limited in that
words must be strung together to make sentences
and sentences strung together to make paragraphs
and so forth. Each word has a little universe of
supporting inferences which enrich the collection of
words due to the context of each word being placed
in its line of the flow of thought. Yet they remain
finite and inherently limited.
They are limited a second time because the mind
does not function according to words but rather
according to concepts. Concepts are infinite.
However, they can only be expressed by the human
mind and gotten out into the outer manifestation of
words by a process of translation which works almost
like a cook rolling out the dough of a concept and
taking cookie cutters to it and fashioning the flat
words which bake up into that translated concept.
Needless to say, a great deal is lost in translation.
However, there is a redeeming feature to words and
that is that they partake, when being pronounced, in
the human breath. The action of speaking is one
which can move down into the archetypal mind,
bringing forth more than words as the thoughtful
focused seeker tries out new thoughts and puzzles
over concepts as best he can with his human mind.
Therefore, the very structure of words is sacred and
the breath is sacred so that there is a blessedness
involved in working with words that inspire.
As the questioner was saying earlier, the habit or
practice of speaking the name of the Creator seems
to be a very powerful spiritual practice which has
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yielded much fruit. The questioner uses the Creator
name of “the one infinite Creator.” Other entities
might use such names as Jesus, Buddha, Allah, Ram
or any of a host of other god names which alike have
the capacity to carry an essence and an energy that
far outweighs the seeming nakedness of sound and
pronunciation. This is because the combination of
these letters put together in certain ways to make
words and the use of the human breath create
avenues deep into the archetypal mind, awakening
resonance from very deep places within the roots of
mind and consciousness.
There is an old story within Buddhist teaching of a
saint who held stones in his mouth for twenty years
until he learned to be silent. And we appreciate this
effort to arrive at the ability to contain and feel
comfortable with silence. In silence, there is no need
to take a cookie-cutter to the concepts that speak to
the deep mind with that still small voice of spirit. In
silence, there is no need to work the machinery of
the intellect. In silence, one may rest and allow the
truth to rise up into consciousness from the infinite
invisible that is the heart of each seeker and the heart
of the universe alike.
Because of the fact that there are different sorts of
seekers with different habits and frames of mind, we
cannot offer one sure way which will suit everyone
in terms of finding the right attitude towards words
of inspiration and information that have been given.
Some entities have a comfortable relationship with
philosophical structures and are able to walk down
many paths without being swayed by the glamour of
beautifully spoken words or ascetically pleasing
constructs. Other entities are extremely sensitive to
beauty, wisdom or that ineffable quality of
profundity that one may feel and so may be overly
swayed within his own process of seeking the truth
by seductively beautiful constructs.
To the first entity, there is little danger of being
swept up in an overmasteringly beautiful religion or
spiritual system. For the second type of entity there
is the danger of losing the self and becoming instead
identified in his own mind with that one way of
thought.
It could be argued that is quite helpful to settle into
one way of thought and to work within it to the
exclusion of all other thoughts or ways of thinking,
for are not all paths bound to lead to the one infinite
Creator? And is not a purity and focus of seeking
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easier to achieve using the dogma of a religion or the
limitations of a certain philosophical system?
We would suggest that it is entirely possible to
achieve harvestability in this third-density school of
souls following any of that vast array of spiritual
systems. However, your query moves deeper than
the question of harvestability. Your query comes to
the heart of the nature of spiritual evolution and
because of that, we say that the most helpful and
appropriate way of relating to all outer words and
systems of words is to work with them consciously,
at all times creating a spaciousness around the words,
the thoughts, the comparisons, and so forth, which
gives the soul room for the unspoken, the un—we
correct this instrument—the ineffable, the
noumenal, for there is much between every inspired
word that is unspoken that creates the ambience in
which the spoken word rings with truth.
There is great wisdom in taking lightly and with
laughter the entire business of study and thought for
spiritual seekers. The one known as R was saying
earlier that as the decades have gone by and his
spiritual seeking has matured he has become less
interested in forming questions and getting answers
in his search for the truth. It is indeed a mark of
spiritual maturity that the intense desire to know the
truth becomes gradually transformed into the
intense desire to be the truth.
It is not that there is no truth or that there is
nothing to seek. Quite the contrary, my friends.
However, that which is sought is the heart of the
self. The journey towards truth seems as though it is
an outer journey, a seeking out there, a winnowing
through the harvest of other people’s seeking to find
one’s truth. And yet, in the end, it is as though
various things begin to fall away in the seeker’s mind
and in the seeker’s heart and in the seeker’s
experience until gradually the truth itself rises to the
surface of consciousness and realization occurs. That
realization that it is a perfect world, it is a perfect
environment for unlocking the gate that leads to
unknowing.
Within third density, beyond all the things that you
come to know and believe, there lies the glory of that
final awareness that nothing can be known and that
all speaks of the one infinite Creator. Paradox after
paradox, mystery and mystery flow and create
patterns around one. And powerful and glorious
ideas and images move through the awareness and at
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the end, the seeker has become transparent to
himself as he finds at the very heart of himself the
consciousness of unconditional love, that love that
created him, that love that created the universe, that
love with which he and all about him, seen and
unseen, are one.

realizing the metaphysical principles of magnetism
upon which this depends is to invite great
imbalance.”

We would encourage, in whatever mode of seeking is
desired, a sense of tempo and rhythm for the seeking
entity. It does not have to be a set speed of learning
or a limit that one puts upon oneself daily or weekly
as to how much time is spent on seeking and how
much on meditation. For entities fluctuate endlessly.
At one time in the life of a seeker, it may be needed
and useful to cram the self with new thoughts. At
another time, it may be very wise to refrain from
study. In general we would say that there needs to be
a balance between the use of the intellect and the use
of silence. For in silence one may allow the mind—
in a focused and conscious fashion—to seat the
information and inspiration that has been received.

We are those of Q’uo, and are aware of your query,
my brother. The principles of magnetism have to do
with polarity. The strength of a polarized field is that
strength which appreciates both the positive and the
negative poles of the magnet so that it is understood
that there is virtue and value in both that south pole,
as they called it, and the north pole of information
or inspiration sought through the gateway to
intelligent infinity.

Certainly daily periods of silence are a strong
resource for the seeker who wishes to do more than
think about the great questions. For beyond thought
lies the truth. Beyond the intellect lies insight.
Beyond knowledge lies gnosis.
The seeker’s journey is a sacred one, a beautiful one,
and often a difficult one. There are many seasons of
light and shadow, growth and awaiting, and all are
equally profitable. Trust yourself, trust your sense of
resonance and then enjoy your seeking, your
questions, your answers, and all that goes into a life
lived by spiritual means and interests.
May we ask if there is a follow-up to this query
before we open this session to other questions. We
are those of Q’uo.
G: There is not a follow-up to the main question,
Q’uo, from me.
We are those of Q’uo, and are aware that we may
now open this session to other queries. Is there
another query at this time?
G: Q’uo, I have an excerpt from the Law of One
material. Ra says, “The measure of an entity’s level
of ray activity is the locus wherein the south pole
outer energy has been met by the inner spiraling
positive energy. As an entity grows more polarized,
this locus will move upwards. This phenomena has
been called by your peoples the kundalini. To
attempt to raise the locus of this meeting without
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I can’t quite figure it out, Q’uo. I was wondering if
you could define what the “metaphysical principles
of magnetism upon which this depends” are?

Oftentimes, entities who are thirsty and hungry for
spiritual meat simply keep attempting to move
higher and higher and higher within the energy
body, upwards into the realms of higher
communication, high wisdom, high faith, and so
forth, without giving an equal amount of attention
to that energy which is coming through the energy
body from the south pole, from the Earth itself.
The group known as Ra was suggesting that as one
seeks to open the higher charkas it is equally
necessary to continue to give full honor, respect and
attention to the health and the vibrancy of the lower
charkas as well and to appreciate and honor that
energy which has come from the one infinite
Creator, to the Sun, into the womb of the Earth,
and then from the Earth up through the feet and the
base of the charka system at the base of the spine in
infinite supply. There needs to be a continuing and
equal appreciation of this energy and of all that it
suggests of mortality and limitation, for indeed
mortality is a limitation and the presence of a seeker
upon the Earth plane partakes of this mortality and
this limitation.
It makes a much sweeter thing of being alive and
aware to realize one’s limited tenure within the Earth
plane. Instead of scorning things of the Earth
because they are illusory, then, the one known as Ra
is suggesting that one embrace and enjoy and take
part in the things that are fleeting, relishing and
celebrating the energies of each charka. Sexuality,
relationships, group relationships—all of these
energies are worthy, all of these energies take daily,
thoughtful maintenance in order for each charka to
shine and be completely open to the energy of the
4
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one infinite Creator as it moves from the Earth in
upwards spiraling fashion. Only when this motion
upward is fully seated and working well can the
seeker then call through the gateway of intelligent
infinity for that inspiration which comes from the
infinite and invisible world of time/space.
May we answer you further, my brother?
G: That was very satisfactory, thank you, Q’uo.
We are those of Q’uo, and, my brother, we are very
pleased to be satisfactory. May we ask if there is
another query at this time?
G: Q’uo, I’ve got another question seeking
clarification from the Law of One material. In that
material, Don was asking about the bent legs of the
sphinx in the tarot images and Ra responded said:
“The position is intended to show two items, one of
which is the dual possibilities of the time-full
characters there drawn. The resting is possible in
time as is the progress. If a mixture is attempted, the
upright, moving leg will be greatly hampered by the
leg that is bent.”
Could you simply define what “rest” and “progress”
in this selection mean?
We are those of Q’uo, and, my brother, it is a long
story, shall we say, but there are reasons why this
figure is part of your process at this time and
consequently we must leave this puzzle for your
working. We apologize, but we must pass on this
query.
Is there a final query at this time before we leave this
instrument? We are those of Q’uo.
R: Not from me, Q’uo.
G: Final one from me, Q’uo. This question comes
from a “friend.” This “friend” wants to know if the
activity known as masturbation expends vital energy
that would otherwise be available for higher charka
activity?
There are two answers to this query, for there are
two levels of masturbation. The physical body of
your species is naturally sexual and has a natural
capacity for sexuality. If an entity does not
masturbate, when the period of time has come in
which sexual energy has been built up to the point
where there is a need for release, masturbation will
take place without any help; it will occur as a night
dream or something of that nature. So, on that level,
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masturbating when there is a build-up of sexual
energy and no appropriate outlet with another
partner has little impact upon the amount of energy
or essence of self that is preserved for metaphysical
work.
However, there is a legitimate point to be made in
terms of the dedication of the self to spiritual seeking
in that there is a magical aspect which can be
accessed by the seeker who wishes to dedicate the
energy that would otherwise be used in sexual release
to the winding of the coil, shall we say.
However, it is equally true that sex itself may be
used, whether in masturbation or sexual congress
with another, to express positive polarity and the
worship of the one infinite Creator. The mind is
preeminent in this matter. Depending upon how a
seeker feels about his sexuality, he may find it more
skilful to work with refraining from sexual
expression in terms of how he personally is impacted
by the experience of reserving his sexual energy for
winding of the magical coil. Or, depending upon the
entity and his personality and the way he feels about
his body, he may find that it is more helpful to
create a spiritually-dedicated masturbation in which
the object is to experience that orgasm which is the
steady state of the one infinite Creator, that
inexpressible and inutterable intensity of
unconditional love that is the ecstasy at the heart of
the experience of orgasm.
The body is the creature of the mind. We would
encourage your friend not to focus upon sex until he
has focused upon who he is, how he expresses his
essence, how he feels is the most resonant way to
manage his humanity in the sense of his red-ray
sexuality.
May we answer you further, my brother? We are
those of Q’uo.
G: No, the friend (ahem!), thanks you.
We are those of Q’uo, and we thank you, my
brother, for these most interesting queries. And we
thank each within this group for setting aside the
time and the attention and the love. Seek the truth.
The one known as R was saying that he did not
really understand how we found you to have such
courage and such integrity simply because you
gather to seek the truth, and yet we say to you, my
brother, that it is the rare entity indeed who has
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come to be able to take himself seriously as a
worthwhile and worthy part of the Creator.
Within your dream on planet Earth, it is not at all
obvious that there is value in this goal of seeking the
truth. We find it a wonderful thing when entities
such as yourselves do so and we thank you for this
effort. We cannot tell you how beautiful your
blended auras are as you have created this sacred
space together.
It is time now to leave this instrument and this
group with our thanks, our blessing, and our love.
We leave you in the love and in the light of the one
infinite Creator. We are known to you as the
principle of Q’uo. Adonai. Adonai vasu. 

Notes To Our Readers
With twelve inches of snow on the ground a week
ago here in Kentucky, it seems impossible that
spring is just around the corner, although when Jim
was shoveling snow, he heard the hopeful piping of
the songbirds. It has warmed up now and our first
daffodil is up in the yard! Happy Spring!
Jim and I just returned from Laughlin, Nevada,
where I gave a talk on the history of our channeling
experiment, which predated the formal and legal
formation of L/L Research by eight years. It began in
1962, when I was a college student. It was a privilege
to have a venue to offer this history. It is a rich story
which I have never had the chance to offer in its
complete form until now, so it was a pleasure
indeed. The International UFO Congress is a
wonderful convention, rich in speakers and events,
and I will be speaking there next year as well. So
please check out the speech on our archive site if you
like, and plan to attend and hear me talk next year.
While there Jim and I gave an interview to Fate
Magazine, an old and classic periodical of the occult,
so look for that in an upcoming issue.
I have dealt with some illness of late which has made
my channeling sessions irregular. However, the
regular Saturday night meetings continue to be held,
and we welcome anyone who wishes to attend to do
so. Normally the channeling sessions are held on the
second and fourth Saturdays of the month, but right
now it is wise, if you wish to attend a channeling, to
call or e-mail us and determine our actual schedule.
In regards to my health, although I am close to
immobilized currently, the results of a heart
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catheterization test show that, whatever is causing
my symptoms, it is not heart trouble! This is
wonderful news! We shall continue to investigate the
symptoms but meanwhile, I am able to work in a
recliner on my laptop, so the regular progression of
my work has not been stopped, although it has been
slowed somewhat.
Currently, I am thrilled to report that my new
writing project, Living the Law of One 101: The
Choice, is in its final chapter of writing! I hope to
finish soon! A second project, The Aaron/Q’uo
Dialogues, has now been through its final edit from
Barbara Brodsky, who channels Aaron, and from
me, and is in the hands of our stalwart volunteer,
Judy Romine, who is doing the final read-through
before we offer it to Hampton Roads for
publication.
Once I finish that last chapter of 101, I shall return
to writing my weekly column for UPI, an
assignment I laid aside during this time of low
energy on my part in order to progress on the book
project. So if you have been missing my articles, be
patient! They shall resume soon.
We have already begun planning for L/L Research’s
2008 Homecoming, which will take place over next
Labor Day weekend. We shall hold the event in our
back garden, as we did last year, so we can accept
more people, but still, it would be wise to reserve
your spot early for that.
This year we plan to ask each attendee to offer a
presentation on a subject upon which he or she is
working presently. It will not need to be a long one,
but at least a brief starter for the group’s discussion.
Homecoming 2008 will be front-loaded with work
for attendees this year, but we believe the results will
be very satisfying for us all.
We are proud to offer a new product for those who
would be interested: a complete collection of the
audio version of all of our 2007 public meetings. It
runs about 22 hours, each of the 22 sessions lasting
about an hour. Contact Gary at
contact@llresearch.org for more information. And
by all means visit our new, beautiful on-line store at
www.bring4th.org/store. It is now set up to take
credit cards and is as simple and easy to use as any
other on-line secure site. Our enormous thanks go
out to Steve Engratt, the site’s webmaster, for getting
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this together even before he has completely worked
out the graphics and so forth for the new site.
Our first Channeling Intensive went very well in
February and we shall meet for the second Intensive
in June. That circle is now closed, as there has been a
good deal of work done by this excellent group
together and it would not be possible to bring in
new people. This is just as well, since we are
absolutely crammed when we meet, filling Camelot’s
living room to the maximum.
The exception to this is three attendees who were
unable to attend the first Intensive but who wished
very much to come. Since we have had a couple of
drop-outs, we are able now to include them. We will
spend a weekend in May reviewing my teaching
sessions from the first Channeling Intensive and
catching up with the rest of our channeling circle in
other work.
On Avalon Farm, Melissa and Jim have spent
countless hours working on our access road. With so
much construction ahead—a pole barn for the
equipment and enclosures and fencing for animals—
we are not planning to plant crops this year.
However, Melissa’s beautiful chicken coop is now
full of five hens and a rooster and we have farm-fresh
eggs galore.
Gary, Melissa, Jim and I wish you a wonderful
spring of inner and outer renewal! Many blessings
and L/L— 
Carla
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